
SimplyVideo for 
Microsoft Teams
Connects smartglasses, augmented reality 
devices, mobiles, and videoconferencing 
services to Microsoft Teams calls.

SimplyVideo’s Microsoft Teams solution allows video devices to 
join Teams calls, even though they aren’t natively supported.  
SimplyTeams Connect extends the reach of Microsoft Teams like 
never before, allowing you to standardise your entire video calling 
strategy within the platform, while offering seamless expansion 
for new and existing devices.

SimplyTeams Connect

• Users of Microsoft O365 and Teams as their productivity 
and collaboration platforms

• Users with standards-based videoconferencing devices 
(from vendors such as Cisco and Poly) that want to join 
Microsoft Teams calls with them

• Businesses that have external customers, clients, and users 
who want to join Microsoft Teams calls from Zoom, Skype for 
Business, or other software video services.

• Users with smartglasses and/or augmented reality devices 
such as Realwear, Magic Leap and Hololens, that need to 
connect to Microsoft Teams

Who's it for?

Features
One Button to Push

When integrated with Poly OTD or 
SynergySky OBTP, easily and 

quickly join meetings by pressing 
one button. 

Near Native Experience
Users enjoy and optimised 

experience by taking full advantage 
of dual screen systems and near 

native layouts. 

Direct Dial & Branded IVR If 
a device is not IBTP enabled, users 

can join via direct dial-in or IVR. 
Include your logo and choice of 

background on the in-call screens.

Custom Domain
Use either a SimplyVideo 

subdomain or match to your 
company email for familar 

dialling addresses.

Trusted Devices
Trusted devices enter meetings 

directly, bypassing the lobby page. 
All other guests must be admitted 

by a Teams user. 

Bi-Directional Content 
Users can connect their laptop to 

their chosen device in order to share 
content during their meeting, 

including wirelessly if supported by 
the endpoint.



Teams invites are
sent to all users who
are invited to the call

SimplyTeams Connect
users select ‘Alternate 
VTC dialling instructions’

Schedule a Teams 
meeting using Outlook 
or Teams clientSetting up a Teams call

The experience doesn’t change. Schedule 
your meetings through the Teams app or 
Outlook plugin as you normally would. 

Additional join instructions will be added to 
our invite for non-Teams devices. 

Joining the Meeting

From the Alternative dialling page non-Teams devices 
are provided details on how to join the Teams call.

This supports:
• Cisco, Poly, Zoom, Webex via SIP or H.323
• Wearable devices via simple QR code scan
• Supported browsers via WebRTC.

Brand the Experience

Your branding can appear on the alternative 
dialling page as well as the splash screen 
seen by guests when they enter the lobby.
Dialling addresses can also match your 
domain (e.g. teams@vc.yourdomain.com).

Future Proof your Strategy

SimplyVideo’s mission is to connect everything. 
This means that if you add wearable devices to 
your video strategy down the line, you won’t have 
to change a thing to connect these back to your 
enterprise.

Our solution gives users a simplified join experience 
via a simple QR code scan and a house of voice 
commands in call.


